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Preface

In the 19th issue of the annual "Tirosh. Jewish, Slavic & Ori-
ental Studies", we are presenting articles by young scholars from 
Belarus, Israel, France, Poland and Russia, who work in the fields 
of History, Biblical and Religious Studies, Cultural and Literary 
Studies, as well as ethnographers and anthropologists. The con-
tent of the current issue bespeaks the importance of the topics 
where Jewish Studies meet Slavic and Oriental Studies: classical 
Jewish texts; contacts, interplay and collisions between Jewish, 
Christian and Islamic cultures; Jewish fiction and non-fiction in 
the 19—20th centuries; history of the Eastern-European Jewry in 
the modern period, and the Jewish identity today and in historical 
perspective. 

Traditionally important for our journal are the studies related 
to the Biblical, Talmudic and apocryphal texts. This year, Daria 
Openchenko publishes her article analyzing the representation 
of ascetic practices (such as fasting and praying) in one of the 
apocryphal books of the Old Testament — commonly known as 
the Third Book of Ezra. Valeriy Shishkin presents his own trans-
lation and interpretation of the understudied text of the Tosefta-
Targum to the Targum Jonathan Hos. 12:4. Marina Baranova 
applies a new approach to the interpretation of the Babylonian 
Talmud to extract additional semantic and contextual layers from 
the halachic discussion of conversion to Judaism that reflect the 
values of the early Rabbinic Judaism. 

Anastasia Filimonova’s article opens the section on cross-
cultural contacts: it discusses the phenomenon of pilgrimage and 
its appropriation in the early Islamic history of the Hajj. Arseniy 
Agroskin offers an analysis of Karaite-Rabbanite Polemics in 
16—19th century that appears on the margin of an unpublished 
manuscript from the Günzburg collection (RSL). Anna Luneva’s 
articles follows the evolution of the paradigm in post-War aca-
demic works discussing early Christian Anti-Judaism and its role 
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in the development of political Anti-Semitism that eventually led 
to the tragedy of Holocaust.

The third section focuses on Jewish fiction and non-fiction in 
the 19—20th centuries. Esther Zyskina analyses the reflection of 
Haskalah ideas in I.B. Levinsohn’s apologetic work Efes Damim. 
Margarita Fabrykant studies the Jewish historical narrative 
found in the works of the Russian Wissenschaft des Judentums to 
determine to what extent the Jews of the Russian Empire of that 
period can be counted among stateless “small nations” of Eastern 
Europe. Elizaveta Domnikova takes a fresh look at Ilya Ehren-
burg’s novel The Stormy Life of Lasik Roitschwantz to show the 
links between the literature of the “lost generation” and the clas-
sic picaresque novel of the 17th century. 

Opening the History section is Ekaterina Norkina’s article 
dealing with the evolution of A.M. Dondukov-Korsakov’s views 
on the Jewish question over the course of his career as a state and 
military official in the Russian Empire of the 19th century. Sergey 
Busko estudies the development of physical culture and sports in 
the Jewish communities of Belarusian provinces at the turn of the 
20 century as indicative of the processes of modernization in the 
region. Konstantin Karpekin explores the economic situation of 
a Belorussian Jewish shtetl of the 1920s based on the documents 
found in the State Archive of Vitebsk region.   

The closing section of our annual journal is dedicated to Jew-
ish identity. Varvara Redmond studies gender roles of Moun-
tain Jewish women as they figure in travel notes and diaries of 
the 19 century explorers. Ekaterina Akav reconstructs fine and 
functional arts of the Crimean Karaites by studying their tex-
tile products designed for religious purposes. Maria Shishigina 
shares the findings of her own field work to detect identity mark-
ers of the followers of Progressive Judaism in Russia (the com-
munity Le-dor Va-dor, Moscow). Irina Biryukova presents her 
research of the Kaparot ritual in today’s Moscow religious com-
munities. Daria Vedenyapina examines family memory and its 
intergenerational transmission as a vehicle of identity construc-
tion among Russian-speaking Jews in Modern France and descen-
dants (second and third generation) of the Russian immigrants of 
the first half of the XX century. Irina Dushakova examines a set 
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of 2019 issues of the official Jewish newspaper of the Republic of 
Moldova “Our Voice”, to trace how it represents the current links 
between the local Jewish community and the state, and between 
Moldova and Israel; and to detect the criteria behind choosing a 
specific topic as “Jewish” enough to fit into the next issue.

One of the main goals of our annual collection is to provide 
young scholars with an opportunity to publish their first academ-
ic works in a peer-reviewed annual. The submissions can also 
help us monitor the current interests of the academic youth in 
the field of Jewish Studies. As editors, we hope that the new issue 
of the series will be of interest for many scholars in the field.     
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